Reasons to join:

1

PERFECT WINE STORAGE
IN YOUR PERSONAL
LOCKER

PREMIUM GLASSES,
WATER AND ACCESSORIES
A LWAY S O N H A N D

PRIVACY AND EXCLUSIVITY
TO HOST YOUR GUESTS IN
A S T A T E LY E N V I R O N M E N T

WINE INSURANCE
AGAINST THEFT AND
OTHER RISKS

ACCESS ALL LOCATIONS
WITH YOUR MEMBER'S
C A R D ( M O S T LY 2 4 / 7 / 3 6 5 )

MEET WINELOVERS FROM
AROUND THE GLOBE AND
ENLARGE YOUR NETWORK

BE INVITED TO
EXCLUSIVE EVENTS
THROUGHOUT THE YEAR

CHILLED WINE "BY THE
GLASS" AVAILABLE AT THE
PRESS OF A BUTTON

“An idea came to me back in 2003 to
create a place for wine enthusiasts,
open day and night for them to gather,
store their wines optimally, share their
passions and enjoy exclusive events.
The first wineBANK in my Rheingau
hometown was the cornerstone for a
global network of successful wineBANK
locations. With clubs throughout
Germany, Europe and the USA, we’re
proud to have nurtured a growing wine
community unlike any other!”

CHRISTIAN RESS
(FOUNDER OF WINEBANK)
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Your Key to the Wine World
The wineBANK is a network of private members’ clubs for wine lovers. Our international community brings together wine enthusiasts, suppliers, collectors, novices and
kindred spirits interested in raising the bar for their local wine landscape. Each club
is intended as a place of gathering, a hub of community and exchange, where people
bond over their shared passion for wine. Whether in a small circle or as part of exclusive
events, you are always welcome at the wineBANK, in many cases 24/7/365 — one card,
all clubs!
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Amenities

24/7 access

wine bar

catering

barrier-free

“By the Glass ”

elevator

lounge

parking nearby

Wifi

food on the spot

meeting room

cigar lounge

honesty bar

full service

coolBOTTLE cooling facilities
wine fridge
for wine
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Vinophile
community

“wineBANK –
the private membersʼ club for
wine aficionados”

Personal wine locker –
perfect storage
Gathering point for
wine personalities
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198

Baden
A Gem in Bühl

lockers

13
vaults

The wineBANK is located in picturesque
Bühl, nestled at the heart of the Baden
winegrowing region. Over 200 square meters
beckon for members to store and savor their
wines. There is space for 13,368 bottles in 198
lockers divided among the 13 vaults.
Become a wineBANKer yourself, at the
finest address in town: We welcome you to
a vaulted cellar in the “Villa on Campus”,
dating back over 170 years. THE place for
wine fans.

Eisenbahnstrasse 28
77815 Bühl
baden@winebank.de

13.368
bottles
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Frankfurt
Liquid Returns at the Capital of Finance

lockers

23
vaults

ECB, stock exchange, banking district
— if any city in Germany has earned a
wineBANK, then itʼs Frankfurt. While the
stylish cellar is exclusive to members, our
wineLOUNGE by Bottle Shock welcomes
outside guests to enjoy a fine pour as well!

30.097

Three minutes away from the famous
“Fressgass”, exquisite boutiques and a
dizzying array of world-class restaurants,
over 30,000 bottles are stored in 23 vaults,
277 lockers and 4 private cellars. Immerse
yourself into our gourmet world, and
become a wineBANKer. Letʼs toast to a
beautiful new relationship!

Meisengasse 9
60313 Frankfurt
frankfurt@winebank.de

bottles
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Hamburg
Urban Elegance in the Hanseatic City

22

24.292

vaults

bottles

The Alte Oberpostdirektion on
Stephansplatz is not only one of the stateliest
buildings in Hamburg, it is also home to the
wineBANK — the gathering point for the
city’s vinophile community!

Stephansplatz 3
20354 Hamburg
hamburg@winebank.de
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An impressive glass construction separates
the wine bistro from the vaults of the
wineBANK, creating two climate zones:
cool and slightly damp for the wine, warm
and pleasant for you and your guests. Enjoy
our culinary specialties or learn more
about wine in seminars and masterclasses
with professional sommeliers at our
wineACADEMY!

240
lockers

12

Cologne

48.221

Unique Wine World beneath
the Rhine Metropolis

bottles

351

lockers

13

As the most important wine trading city
north of the Alps, Cologne was a crucial
hub for wine and fine living as far back as
the Middle Ages. The wineBANK preserves
a piece of this tradition by offering wine
fans an exclusive meeting point in the heart
of the city. Share remarkable gourmet
experiences at the largest wineBANK yet!
Here in the very spot where wine was
once stored, you can now gather in a fine
atmosphere with fellow friends of the good
life and start your own tradition. Special
wine events open doors to the worldʼs finest
wine estates.

20
vaults

Sedanstrasse 2
50668 Cologne
koeln@winebank.de
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Palatinate
Country Charm in Wachenheim

lockers

The wineBANK Palatinate sits in the historic
Rettinger Haus of 1618, directly between
Schloss Wachenheim and perhaps the most
famous “Saumagen” butcher, directly on the
sun-splashed Wine Route: a paradise for
gourmets!

Langgasse 1
67157 Wachenheim
pfalz@winebank.de

With seven vaults containing 252 lockers,
60 historic storage compartments, six tank
vaults and two private cellars, wineBANKers
have plenty of space to store more than
40,000 bottles of wine. The ‘By the Glass
system’ always features 12 selected wines
from various regional estates for you to
enjoy.

16

vaults &
private cellars

40.974
bottles
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Rheingau
The Beating Heart of Riesling

lockers

The wineBANK movement started here, in
the world-famous cradle of Riesling. The
wineBANK in Hattenheim is attached to a
winegrowing estate, with three exceptional
fine dining restaurants immediately nearby.
La dolce vita awaits, in luxurious Rheingau
style.

33.118
bottles
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Another special feature: wineBANK founder
Christian Ress is also the owner of renowned
VDP member estate Balthasar Ress. Let your
Balthasar Ress wines be delivered straight to
your locker or — if you’d prefer a bottle in a
larger format — arrange for it to be stored in
our special large format storage space!

9

vaults

Hauptstraße 7
65347 Eltville-Hattenheim
rheingau@winebank.de
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Sylt
Jewel on the Island

lockers

16
vaults
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wineBANK Sylt establishes a contact point
for wine enthusiasts in the far north of
Germany. The club area extends over four
levels and consists of a spacious lounge, a
gallery and the vault room exclusively for
members as well as a bar area for outside
guests.
Around the corner of the main shopping
street in Westerland, you can expect a large
selection of top wines and a stylish wine
cellar — a real rarity on Sylt.
Thus there is one more reason to visit the
magnificent island!

Boysenstrasse 2
25980 Sylt / Westerland
sylt@winebank.de

23.480
bottles
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22.480

Trier
Vinophile Hub in the City Center

vaults

bottles

The Kornmarkt is one of the prettiest
plazas in Trier, made all the lovelier by the
wineBANK in the Alter Posthof. Indeed,
the historical vaulted cellar below the cityʼs
pedestrian zone is now the new gathering
spot for the vinophile community!

276

lockers

21

10

Immerse yourself in an exclusive wine
world beneath the city center. You’ll also
enjoy high-quality cigars in our lounge,
and exchange thoughts with other wine
enthusiasts. Become part of our international
network of gourmets — we look forward to
welcoming you!

Fleischstrasse 60
54290 Trier
trier@winebank.de
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Washington D.C.
Swanky Comfort

21.180
bottles

16
vaults
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359

lockers

wineLAIR D.C. is our first club in the USA.
It brings our passion for wine to the heart of
the US capital neighborhood of Washington
D.C. — even more luxurious, exclusive and,
for the first time, featuring full service
options thanks to the wine bar and menu.
Renowned chef Ris LaCoste, owner of RIS
restaurant, serves a selection of delicacies.
Regular masterclasses, exclusive wine
tastings, winemaker dinners, and many other
high-quality events will slake your thirst for
knowledge. Celebrate the fine life!

1120 22nd St. NW
DC 20037 Washington, D.C., USA
stephane.norbert@winelair.com
wineLAIR in the USA is part of the international wineBANK network.
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lockers

Vienna
The Finest of Indulgences
at the Kipferlhaus

vaults

The wineBANK in the Kipferlhaus, just
a few minutes by foot from St. Stephenʼs
Cathedral, offers all that a gourmet heart
could desire.

21.160
bottles
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17

Alongside fine wines, a portion of the
Vienna wineBANK is dedicated to
‘Gepsenkäse’, a special wood-aged cheese
from cheese maker Anton Sutterlüty of
Vorarlberg, maturing here behind glass.
The cigar lounge beckons around the clock
to indulge in a fine smoke, accompanied
by various culinary treats. The wineBANK
Vienna is a total work of art — and invites
you to become a part of it.

Vienna

Grünangergasse 8
1010 Vienna
wien@winebank.at
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wineBANK Cologne

Your Access to the
World of wineBANKs

Your Member's Card
is the key to the wine
world.

wineBANK Baden

The first wineBANK was opened in the
Rheingau region in 2009. Since then, the
number of locations has been growing
steadily, and with them the wineBANK
community. Your advantage as a
wineBANKer: With the Memberʼs Card,
you not only have access to your “home”
wineBANK, but also to all other locations
worldwide!
All clubs, with the exception of Washington
D.C., are accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week and 365 days a year. Enjoy your wine
anytime!
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The door opens, the lights
come on, music plays — an
exclusivity that takes enjoyment to the next level!
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Meet winemakers
in person

wineBANKerʼs Table with
spanish top winery Torres
from Vilafranca del Penedès.
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Events & Benefits
As wineBANK members, you’ll receive regular invitations to exclusive members-only
events such as the wineBANKerʼs Table,
After Work Drinks and seasonal happenings.
Extravagant dinners, tastings with guest
winegrowers from around the globe and
much more — membership offers the perfect
opportunity to learn more about wine and to
network with other wineBANKers!
And not just that: Your Memberʼs Card
opens the door to additional discounts, free
services as well as surprises in the neighborhood and beyond.

Please find an up to date and
complete overview of all events
and benefits at
www.winebank.de
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Our selected
benefit partners

For wineBANKers:
Enjoy high-quality wines
“By the Glass”
In many wineBANKs, you can “tap” highquality wines by the glass yourself using our
sophisticated dispensing system. Thanks to
the regularly changing wine selection, you can
always try new exciting wines.
Here's how it works:
1. Insert the Member's Card, enter your PIN
code if required.
2. Select the wine and the desired quantity.
3. Enjoy!

You will find a
“By the Glass” dispensing
system in most wineBANKs.

Your invoice will be sent automatically via
e-mail.
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In every vault there
are lockers in different
sizes depending on the
membership category.

Red Membership

Golden Membership

Platinum Membership

•

Perfect storage of about 35
bottles

•

Perfect storage of about 56
bottles

•

Perfect storage of about 150
bottles

•

Invitations to exclusive
events

•

Invitations to exclusive events

•

Invitations to exclusive events

•

Application of your logo/
name on the vault, if desired

•

Application of your logo/name
on the vault, if desired

Benefits with local and
national partners

•

Up to 1 additional partner
card

•

2 Member's Cards included

•

Up to 2 additional partner
cards

•
•

Application of your logo/
name on the vault, if desired
Benefits with local and
national partners

•
•

Benefits with local and
national partners

Black Membership
•

Perfect storage of a minimum
of 332 bottles (in a locker or
private cellar)

•

Invitations to exclusive events

•

Application of your logo/
name on the vault, if desired

•

Benefits with local and
national partners

•

2 Member's Cards included

•

Up to 2 additional partner
cards
*Please note: The services may vary depending on the location. You can
find an overview of all services at your desired wineBANK at
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winebank.de/fachbuchung.
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“

“

“The wineBANK [...] is a remarkable
location that you should take a look
at when you get the chance –
in the best case as a member.”

„

THOMAS HOLZPORTZ –
FOODBLOGGER

“This treasury is the right
place for wine.”

“

“wineBANK success story.
When Christian Ress first had
the idea of providing his customers
with a wine storage facility at his
parents' winery in 2003, he had no
idea how successful his idea would
become.”

„

“Ten years ago, I wished that one
day we would have an international
network [...]. This dream has become true
today.”

“

„

“

“
„

*Please note: Quotes of German publications are translated.

„
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“
„

“With the Winebank concept,
Christian Ress and his team are
market leaders worldwide.”

“If you’ve been wondering where to
safely stash your collection of rare
Bordeaux and Burgundy – outside
your home cave, of course – there’s an
even fancier place.”

“
„

“
„

“wineLAIR is like Soho
House with way more – and
better – wine!”

“Along with invites to private
tastings and events, U.S. club members are
automatically granted access to the brand’s
10 opulent locations across
Germany [and] Austria.”

„

“Europe’s Chicest Private Wine Club:
Yes, wine storage isn’t a new concept, but
never has it been given treatment like this.”

CHRISTIAN RESS

“

“There are many banks in Frankfurt,
but Winebank doesn't store gold, jewelry or cash in its safe deposit boxes,
but – as the name suggests –
something much more delicious:
wine.”

„
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Our partners:
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Apply for
membership now

Become our franchise
partner

www.winebank.de

www.winebank.de/ueber-uns

You are just a few clicks away from your wineBANK application.
Visit our website to find all information about how to become a
member.

We are looking for motivated partners in large cities and winegrowing regions worldwide to establish a wineBANK of their
own and help drive continued growth to our dynamic network.

There, you can choose a location and membership category to
start your application. Of course, you may as well plan a visit so
we can give you a personal tour.
We are looking forward to welcoming you!

Are you interested in opening a wineBANK and/or have a
suitable property? Talk to us!

“One Club.
One Community.
One Passion.
Wine!”

On our website
www.winebank.de/ueber-uns you find
more information about our franchise
system and a request form to contact us
directly.
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Discover more at...

www.winebank.de

Your Key to the Wine World...

wineBANK Franchise GmbH & Co. KG
Rheinallee 50
D - 6 5 3 47 E l t v i l l e - H a t te n h e i m
Phone: +49 6723 919520
E-mail: service@winebank.de
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